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ABSTRACT Current evolutions in the Internet of Things and cloud computing make it believable to build
smart cities and homes. Smart cities provide smart technologies to residents for the improved and healthier
life, where smart healthcare systems cannot be ignored due to rapidly growing elderly people around the
world. Smart healthcare systems can be cost-effective and helpful in the optimal use of healthcare resources.
The voice is a primary source of communication and any complication in the production of voice affects the
personal as well as professional life of a person. Early screening of voice through an automatic voice disorder
detection system may save life of a person. In this paper, an automatic voice disorder detection system to
monitor the resident of all age group and professional backgrounds is implemented. The proposed system
detects the voice disorder by determining the source signal from the speech through the linear prediction
analysis. The analysis calculates the features from normal and disordered subjects. Based on these features,
the spectrum is computed, which provided distribution of energy in normal and voice disordered subjects to
differentiate between them. It is found that lower frequencies from 1 to 1562 Hz contributes significantly in
the detection of voice disorders. The system is developed by using sustained vowel and running speech so
that it can be deployed in a real world. The obtained accuracy for the detection of voice disorder with the
sustained vowel is 99.94% ± 0.1, and that is for running speech is 99.75% ± 0.8.

INDEX TERMS Smart cities, health monitoring, voice disorders, liner prediction, GMM.

I. INTRODUCTION
The population of elderly people is increasing rapidly world-
wide including Japan, China and Europe [1]. According
to an estimate, the number of elderly citizens will rise to
10 million in the coming decade. Health issues among the old
age citizen are one of the major concerns in developed as well
economically growing countries like Brazil and India. Elderly
citizens occupy a large portion of health-related facilities due
to different health issues. Smart cities and homes can be
developed to meet the needs of citizens/senior citizens in an
efficient and cost-effective manner.

The recent development in internet of thing (IoT) makes
the smart homes and smart cities a reality [2]. IoT sensors
the data from surrounding environment and makes optimized
decisions. The purpose of the smart cities is to provide the
residents a quality life with basic needs of life as well as
health monitoring services [1], [3], [4]. Various pillars of
smart cities are depicted in Fig. 1. Smart technologies provide

real time correct information to the selected users at right
time. To monitor the pet animals, a system based on animal
biometrics is implemented successfully in [5]. In addition,
a smart healthcare is proposed in [6], the system monitors the
status of patients by capturing the voice and video through
sensors installed inside the smart homes. The speech is pro-
cessed by using local features [7], whereas, the features from
video are extracted by using interlaced derivative pattern [8].

Smart cities and homes have many benefits but security
of data is still a challenging task. A smart health system with
data security is suggested in [9]. This health monitoring smart
system including communication technologies, combination
of different apps, things (sensors and devices) and people.
The components of smart system work together to monitor,
track, and store the information of patients to take care of
his\her health. The data is collected through mobile devices
which is secured by the watermarking. A large amount of data
is generated from IoT in a smart city [10], [11]. The quality
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FIGURE 1. Trends of smart cities [1].

and the efficiency of data is also one of the major challenge
in smart cities. However, an energy efficient cypher-physical
system has been described in [12].

Automatic voice disorder detection systems in smart cities
can be deployed to continuously monitor the voice of
residents and inform him in case of any voice degradation.
According to the medical dictionary [13], dysphonia is a dif-
ficulty in speaking, usually evidence by hoarseness. Hoarse-
ness represents any deviation of voice quality as perceived by
self or others [14]. Voice samples can be collected at different
public places, i.e. school, colleges, universities, courts, and
parks. Residents with the profession of high risk of prevalence
of voice disorder can be evaluated regularly, and precaution-
ary campaign could be launched to aware them.

People working in voice demanding professions such as
teaching, singing, call centers and judiciary have high risk
of suffering from voice complications [15], [16]. In addition,
people working in back ground noise like stock markets
also have high possibility of suffering from voice problems.
Only in USA, around 17.5 million people have voice related
problems [17]. Voice complications may rise due to mal-
functioning of two muscular layers (called as vocal folds)
residing on the top of the trachea. While, damaged nerve
system (recurrent laryngeal nerve) due to head and neck
injuring which controls vocal folds is also one of the reasons
of voice problems [18]. Air pressure generated from lungs
vibrates the vocal folds to produce voice. The vibration of
vocal folds can be affected by growth of abnormal tissues
on the surface of vocal folds [19]–[21]. Due to problem on
the surface of vocal folds, they exhibit irregular vibrations
which produced hoarseness, breathiness and harshness in a
voice of a person. Voice disorders can affect people of any
age, young children to senior citizens. People delay hospital

visits due to busy routine of life and long waiting time.
Moreover, dependency on other family members is also one
of the reasons to delay in consulting a physician. In case
of delay or ignorance, treatment by incision of vocal folds
becomes necessary, because, some voice disorders are can-
cerous and life threatening, such as keratosis [14]. To avoid
the risk of life, it is important to diagnose voice disorders at
early stages and it is possible by the help of automatic voice
disorder detection systems. By using the automatic systems,
a person can evaluate his\her voice even without visiting the
hospitals. Various automatic voice disorder detection system
has been reported in the literature. Ali et al. [22] used different
frequency bands in an automatic system to determine their
contribution in differentiating the normal and disordered sub-
jects. Moreover, Pouchoulin et al. [23] and Fraile et al. [24]
also found significant frequency bands to detect the presence
of voice disorders.

It is a comparatively easy task to develop a detection
system by using sustained vowel as a speech signal remains
stationary during phonation of sustained vowels. Any type
of acoustic analyses, short- and long-term, can be used to
analyse the sustained vowel. A number of studies has been
reported those used the short-term acoustic analysis such
as Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [25]–[31]
and LP coefficients, and long-term acoustic parameters [28],
[32]–[35] such as shimmer, jitter, fundamental frequency,
and formants [36]–[38]. However, running speech is more
realistic than the artificial phonation of sustained vowel as
people use running speech in daily life conversation. Running
speech contains various characteristics which are crucial for
evaluation of voice quality such as voice breaks, voice onset
and offset information and voice termination. These vocal
characteristics are not fully existed in sustained vowels [39].
In addition to these characteristics, short pauses and silence
makes the analysis of running speech difficult. Long-term
analysis required only voiced part of a speech, and therefore,
not reliable in case of running speech. An accuracy of 86%
is achieved in [40] by using long-term analysis which is not
good. Short-term acoustic analysis is a preferable choice to
extract the features from running speech because running
speech varies quickly over time. Only a few number of studies
has developed the running speech based voice disorder detec-
tion system [40]–[45]. Most of the work is done for sustained
vowel.

In smart cities, the resident will be monitor by using their
voices samples which will be a running speech. At the same
time, most of the practitioner use sustained vowels during
clinical evaluation. Therefore, the proposed system is devel-
oped in such a way that it should work for both types of
speech signals, sustained vowel and running speech. In this
paper, an automatic disorder detection system implemented
by using Linear Prediction (LP) analysis based spectrum.
The proposed system analyzed the energy variation in the
spectrum to differentiate between normal and disordered
subjects. LP analysis considers the vocal tract as a liner
model, and it divided the vocal tract in number of tubes
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FIGURE 2. The block diagram of the proposed system.

from glottis to lips. LP analysis estimate the source signal
by inverse filtering, and then, spectrum is computed by using
the estimated source signal to analyse energy distribution in
both types of subjects for detection of voice disorder. The
proposed system provided good accuracy for detection of
voice disorder for sustained vowel as well as running speech.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the proposed automatic voice disorder detection
system. The description of the voice disorder database and
selection of order for LP analysis is also described in
this section. Section 3 presents the experimental setup and
disorder detection results by using sustained vowel and run-
ning speech. Section 4 provides the discussion, and finally,
Section 5 draws some conclusions.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
A. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM FOR DISORDER DETECTION
The interaction of the vocal tract with the voice source is a
non-linear. In case of a healthy phonation, lower frequencies
are strongly depending on source than the higher frequencies.
It is due to the low frequency glottal formant. Vocal folds
disorder disturbs the vibration of vocal folds which exhibits
irregularities in source signal. The glottis produces buzz
(a low, vibrating and humming sound) which can be described
by its intensity and frequency. The sound generated by voice
disorder affected vocal folds contains very low intensity due
to abnormal behavior of the vocal folds. To analyze the differ-
ence between intensity of normal and disorder subjects, the
LP coefficients based spectrum is computed. The proposed
system used the computed spectrum to differentiate between
normal and disordered subjects. The block diagram of the
proposed detection system is shown Fig. 2.

The vocal tract, form glottis to lips, gives rise to the
formants. LP analysis [46], [47] determines the formant struc-
ture and remove its effect from a speech signal to estimate the
source signal. LP analysis considers the vocal tract as a linear
tube. The vocal tract can be partitioned into number tubes
depending on the order of LP analysis. In case of LP analysis
of order R, the number of tubes will be R and the current sam-
ples s′(n) will be estimated byR previous samples, as given by
Eq. (1)

s′ (n) =
R∑
r=1

pr × s (n− r) (1)

where, pr refers to LP coefficients. The inverse filtering
removes effects of formants from speech signal, the estimated
signal after filtering also referred as residue. In order to calcu-
late an accurate LP model, the error between the current and
the estimated sample should by minimum. It can be done by
making the first order derivative ξ (mean square error) equal
to zero in Eq. (2). The obtained set of equations can be solved
by applying Levinson-Durbin recursive algorithm [48].
The solution of the equations by the algorithm provided LP
coefficients.

ξ =
∑

n
e2 (n) (2)

where, e is error between the current sample and the estimated
sample and can be defined by Eq. (3) as

e = s′ (n)− s (n) (3)

To compute the spectrum based on the obtained LP coeffi-
cients, the frequency response of the transfer function, given
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TABLE 1. Distribution of normal and pathological samples [49].

in Eq. (4), is determined.

H
(
ejw
)

=
B
(
ejw
)

A
(
ejw
)

=

√

σ 2

pr (1)+pr (2)e−jw+pr (3)e−j2w+ . . .+pr (R)e−j(R−1)w

(4)

where σ 2 denotes the gain during LP analysis, and p′rs are the
LP coefficients. The coefficient pr (1) is near to the glottis and
pr (R) is closer to the lips.
To develop the proposed system, two phases are imple-

mented for automatic classification of normal and disordered
subjects. The first phase is used to train the system, while,
the second phase is used to test the system. In the training
phase, the proposed system takes the calculated spectrum
as an input and generate acoustic models for normal and
disordered subjects. The Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
are generated by using different number of mixtures.
K-means algorithm is used to initial the parameter in GMM
models 2 = (µi, 6i), where, µi and 6i are the mean
vector and covariance matrix of the ith Gaussian component,
respectively. Moreover, the parameters are tuned by using
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to converge to a
model giving a maximum log-likelihood value.

The testing phase is used to evaluate the performance
of the system. In this phase, the computed spectrum of an
unknown speech samples is compared with GMM models of
normal and disordered subjects. If the unknown sample has
more similarity with disordered subject than normal subject,
then, then unknown sample belongs to a disordered patient.
Otherwise, the unknown sample belongs to a normal person.
The database used to perform the experiments in this study is
described in the following subsection.

B. MEEI DATABASE AND PARAMETER SELECTION
The proposed system is evaluated by using sustained
vowel /a/ as well as running speech. The normal and dis-
ordered samples of sustained vowels and running speech
are taken from Massachusetts Eye & Ear Infirmary (MEEI)
database [50]. To compare the results with existing studies,
the same subset of the samples is used which has been used
in [31], [49], and [51]–[54]. The subset contains 173 disor-
dered subjects and 53 normal subjects, and distribution of
these samples is given in Table 1.

In disordered subjects, number of male and female speak-
ers are 70 and 103, respectively. Moreover, in normal
subjects, number of males and females are 21 and 32. The
age range of both genders for normal and disordered subjects
is almost similar. The subset is selected in a way that age
and gender of both types of subjects are evenly distributed,
and various disordered are considered in it [49]. In MEEI
database, samples are recorded at two different sampling
frequencies, i.e. 25 kHz or 50 kHz. To have a unique sampling
frequency, fs, all samples of the subset are down-sampled
at 16 kHz.

One of main parameter in the LP analysis is order of the fil-
ter (number of LP coefficients) and it can affect the estimation
of source signal. In fact, LP analysis perform inverse filtering
to get the voice source from a speech signal. The order of the
filter need to be adjusted in a way that LP analysis should
be able to determine the formant peaks. Because, removing
the effect of the formants from the speech signal will provide
accurate estimation of the source signal.

In case of sampling frequency of 10 kHz, the analysis band-
width is 0 to 5 kHz. If the number of coefficients are adjusted
to 10 then it means that there are two coefficients for each
1 kHz of the computed frequency domain spectrum. Markel
and Gray [55] recommended, an extra pair of coefficients to
model the spectral slope and they do not affect the analysis in
negative way. The spectral slope is result of both the shape of
a single glottal pulse and the effects of lip radiation. Markel
and Gray suggested that couple of extra coefficients are also
helpful in analyzing the closely space formants and they
model the speaker variations in voice quality.

For a vowel recorded at 10 kHz with comfortable pitch,
at least 12 coefficients are required. However, these number
of coefficients are not sufficient for the higher sampling rates.
At least one coefficient is required for each 1 kHz for the
higher sampling rates to avoid missing peaks (formants).
In this study, all samples of both types of subjects are down-
samples to 16 kHz and the number of LP coefficients (order
of filter) are determined by using the relation given by Eq. (5)

R =
fs

1000
+ 2 (5)

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND DETECTION RESULTS
All samples of sustained vowel and running speech in MEEI
are down-sampled to 16 kHz. According to Eq. (5), the
number of calculated LP coefficient becomes 18. The LP
coefficients are computed from each frame of each normal
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and disordered subjects. By using these LP coefficients, the
spectrum is calculated at different frequency resolution to
observe the energy distribution.

Various experiments are performed to evaluate the pro-
posed system for detection of voice disorders. Both sustained
vowel and running speech are used to conduct the exper-
iments and the results of the experiments are presents by
using different performance measures: sensitivity, specificity,
and accuracy. Sensitivity (SEN) is a ratio between truly
detected disordered samples and total number of disordered
samples. Specificity (SPE) is a ratio between truly classified
normal samples and total number of normal samples, and
accuracy (ACC) is a ratio between all truly identified samples
and total number of samples. The measures are calculated by
using following relations.

SEN =
true Abnorm

true Abnorm+ false Health
× 100 (6)

SPE =
true Health

true Health+ false Abnorm
× 100 (7)

ACC =
trure Abnorm+ true Health
total Abnorm+ total Health

× 100 (8)

where true Abnorm means when a disordered sample is
detected as a disordered sample by the system, false Abnorm
means that when a normal sample is detected as a disordered
sample, true Health means a normal sample is detected as
a normal sample by the system, false Health means a disor-
dered samples is detected as a normal sample, total Health
represents the total number of normal samples, and total
Abnorm stands for the total number of disordered samples.
To avoid the biasness of the training and testing samples

during the evaluation of the proposed system, 5-folds cross
validation approach is implemented for disorder detection
with sustained vowel and running speech. The samples are
divided into five disjoint testing subset. Each time one of
the subsets is used to train the system, and the reaming four
subsets are used to test the system. The results obtained in
different scenarios are provided in the following subsections.

A. DISORDER DETECTION WITH SUSTAINED VOWEL
AT DIFFERENT RESOLUTIONS
An inverse relation exists between the frequency and time
resolution. To increase the frequency resolution, the time
resolution should be decreased. In other words, the length of
analysis windowwill be increased. The relation for frequency
resolution is given by Eq. (9)

1f =
1
T
=

fs
N

(9)

According to Eq. (9), the frequency resolution will be
increase by decreasing 1f . It can be achieved either by
decreasing sampling frequency fs or increasing the number
of samples N in the analysis window. In the experiments,
we gradually increase the number of samples to increase
the frequency resolution. The experiments are performed by
usingN equal to 128, 256 and 512, one by one. The results for

TABLE 2. Disorder detection results with N = 128 by
using sustained vowel /a/.

TABLE 3. Disorder detection results with N = 512 by using
sustained vowel /a/.

N = 128 and N = 512 are provided in Table 2 and Table 3,
respectively. The results with N = 256 are almost same as
for N = 128, therefore, they are not listed. All results are
obtained by using sustained vowel.

The averaged results of 5-folds are presented in the
Table 2 and 3 with standard devastation (STD) among the
results of 5-folds. The maximum detection accuracy obtained
with N = 128 to classify the normal and disordered subjects
is 92.50% ± 1.1. The results in Table 3 suggest that by
increasing the frequency resolution the detection accuracy is
increased to 99.94% ± 0.1. The accuracy of 99.94% ± 0.1 is
achieved with N = 512.

By increasing the frequency resolution, the computed
LP based spectrum differentiates between the normal and
disordered subjects significantly. In addition, a comparison
between the accuracies forN = 128 andN = 512 is depicted
in Fig. 3. It can be seen in Fig. 3 that accuracy is increased
by increasing the number of Gaussian mixtures. It means that
high number of Gaussian generates perfect acousticmodel for
normal and disordered subjects. Moreover, it can be observed
from Table 2 that an accuracy of 90% is obtained with
4 mixtures. There is clear difference between SPE (95%) and
SEN (85%). By increasing the number of mixtures, not only
the accuracy is improved by 2% but also the difference
between SPE (90%) and SEN (95%) is reduced.

B. DISORDER DETECTION WITH RUNNING SPEECH
A system based on running speech is more realistic than
the artificial utterance of sustained vowel. Hence, the pro-
posed system is also evaluated by using the running speech.
As for sustained vowel, the best results are obtained by
using high-frequency resolution, i.e. N = 512. Therefore,
the experiments for running speech are performed only by
using N = 512, and the results are presented in Table 4.
The best obtained accuracy by using running speech is
99.75% ± 0.8 with 50 Gaussian mixtures. The same kind of
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FIGURE 3. A comparison of accuracy between N=128 and N=512.

TABLE 4. Disorder detection results with N = 512 by using
running speech.

trend is noticed in case of running speech that accuracy of
the system increased by increasing the number of mixtures.
In addition, the standard deviation among the results of
5-folds decreased by increasing the mixtures, which makes
the results more reliable.

IV. DISCUSSION
Ahealthmonitoring system for smart cities is proposed in this
study. The proposed system computed spectrum by using LP
coefficients to differentiate between normal and disordered
patients. It can be deployed in homes to monitor the elderly
citizen, and at different public places to observe the residents
of various professional background. Therefore, the system is
evaluated by using the running speech so that it could process
the daily conversion of people to determine the presence of
voice disorders. However, the system is also tested by using
the sustained vowels. In this way, it can be implemented
in clinics to provide the complementary information to the
medical practitioners about the existence of voice disorders.

The irregular vibrations disturb the vocal folds which effect
the source signal and causes to produce harsh, strained,
weaker and breathier sound. LP analysis apply inverse
filtering to determine the source signal. Then, the spectrum
is calculated to observe the strength of source signal, and it
founds the presence of voice disorder. Due to weaker and
breathiness, the voice affected by disorders contains low
energy than normal people. It can be observed from Fig. 4
that spectrum of disordered subject does not contain high
energies and exhibits irregular pattern. While, Fig. 5 shows
that high energies are presented in a regular pattern for a
normal sample. In both figures, the spectrum of a sustained
vowel of equal length is depicted, and it can be noticed that
frequencies from 1 Hz to 1562 Hz are more significant in
detection of voice disorders. That range of frequency has

FIGURE 4. LP analysis based spectrum of a voice disordered subject.

FIGURE 5. LP analysis based spectrum of a normal subjects.

different energy pattern for normal and disordered subjects.
The fact is also supported by the study [22]. In the study,

normal and disordered subjects are decomposed into differ-
ent frequency bands to determine the contribution of each
frequency band in differentiation of normal and disordered
subjects. The study concluded that the lower frequency band
of 1 Hz to 1562 Hz contains lower energy for disorder sub-
jects as compared to normal subjects. For this band, there
is significant difference in the energy pattern of normal and
disordered subjects. The obtained detection accuracy of the
band, 1 Hz to 1562 Hz, was 91.28% ± 0.4.
In our proposed automatic system, we did not imple-

ment voice activity detection module. Activity detection is
itself a difficult task [44]. Some existing system based on
running speech implemented the voice activity detection
module [41]–[43]. Such systems are not using running speech
truly, because they are extracting only voiced part of running
speech to develop the systems. Running speech contains
silence, voiced and unvoiced parts; therefore, it is challenging
task to develop the system with running speech.

Few disorder detection systems [40], [44], [45] has
been implemented without voice activity detection module;
however, their accuracy is not good. A comparison of the
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FIGURE 6. Comparison for accuracy of our proposed system with existing
system.

proposed system with the existing running speech based dis-
order detection systems is provided in Fig. 6. The comparison
of accuracy is done with three types of studies. The studies
used voice activity detection are represented by ‘‘VAD’’,
the studies which did not implement voice activity detection
module are denoted by ‘‘NoVAD’’, and those studies which
have used the frequency bands for detection of voice dis-
ordered are mentioned as ‘‘Freq’’ in Fig. 6. Our proposed
method in this study has outperformed existing systems based
on running speech, and an accuracy of 99.8% is achieved.
Moreover, our system is also evaluated with the sustained
vowel so that medical practitioners can use it in the clinics.

V. CONCLUSIONS
A number of residents in smart cities may belong to the
professions which have high risk of prevalence of voice
disorders. Voice complications have the negative impacts
over the life of individuals. They disturb not only the daily
routine of a personal but also affect the professional life.
In addition, an increase in the population of senior citizens
in developing as well as economically growing countries is
alarming. A smart health care system can assist the residents
of different professions and of different age groups. More-
over, the early diagnosis of voice disorder is very crucial.
Often, people ignore it due to busy and hectic routine of life.
Consequently, they risk their lives and undergo the incision
process to cure the voice disorders. It is not financially viable,
and also wastage of resources at health centers. To avoid these
circumstances, a smart healthcare system is proposed and
developed. The system monitor the voices of specific resi-
dents such as lawyers, teachers, singers, and who are working
in background noise like stock markets. Furthermore, the
proposed system can monitor the health of all residents spe-
cially who have strong family history of voice complications.
The proposed system investigates the energy distribution
across the spectrum computed by using LP coefficients to
differentiate between normal and voice disordered subjects.

The subjects suffering from voice disorders exhibit irregular
vocal folds vibration which makes the voice weaker, whisper
and breathier. Therefore, the voice of a disorder subject
contains lower energy as compared to a normal subject.
The proposed system is also implemented by using running
speech which is a challenging task due to quick variations
in it over time. Due to the running speech, the proposed
system can be used in the real world as people used running
speech in daily life conversion. The performance of the pro-
posed system is promising as the obtained disorder detection
accuracy for running speech is 99.75 ± 0.8. The accuracy of
the proposed system with the sustained vowel is also good,
i.e. 99.94 ± 0.1.
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